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Report on Master's Thesis of Tomas Petricek.

The thesis submitted by Tomas Petricek is an extraordinary piece of work for a Masters
student. The work is highly imaginative, deeply informed by the academic literature, deeply
pragmatic and immediately industrially relevant. This is an extraordinary achievement in
today's world of computer science, particularly in the well-trodden areas of programming and
programming languages, where it is all too easy to assume "we know it all". I believe the
thesis as submitted is also very close to the quality level required for a PhD at some of the
best universities around Europe, and certainly contains enough "good ideas" to reach that
level.

To summarize, the thesis makes 4 distinct significant contributions to applied functional
programming:

garbage collection for reactive systems in traditional programming languages
- pattern matching for monadic values

a model of "semi-discrete" time in reactive applications
a characterization of "monad-like" computations in imperative programming

As Tomas' external supervisor, I have been mostly acquainted with the first two parts of the
work. I will deal with these here:

> Garbage Collection for reactive systems: This highly interesting contribution has
been accepted for publication at the ISWMM conference on memory management. I
will not review it in depth here, but it is very good work, showing the relevance of a
core duality in the notion of "garbage", taken from garbage collection for actors.

> Pattern matching for monadic values: This topic is about one of the themes of
modern language design: identifying computational design patterns that recur across a
number of different kinds of computations and providing language support for these.
It is thus about expressivity and naturality in language. The work still "makes me
think" each time I read it: not because it is too hard or obfuscated, but because it does
truly make you think about computations in different ways, and forces you to ask that
eternal question - "if I wanted to write this in a natural way using the simplest, most
natural, most compositional primitives, what would those primitives be?" M^^LM
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These parts alone would be sufficient for a thesis.

The second part of the work is dealt with in chapter 6 of the thesis, which contains a
description of a reactive programming model embedded into F#, including excellent,
extremely clear introductory examples and a case study. The section also describes problems
we have been grappling with at Microsoft Research - potentially flawed semantics for loops
within asynchronous computations. The main technical contributions is then presented:

> A formal semantics of reactive computations using semi discrete time. This is
work I have discussed with Tomas during its early stage, but the final solution as
presented here is really very nice. The language of embedded computations is
described, and a formal semantics is given using a useful and partially novel notion of
time. This includes a formal semantics of the match! pattern matching construct.

The strength of the work carries right through to the end, where no less than 5 pages of
"future work" ideas arc detailed - all of them truly good ideas that could occupy entire future
PhDs.

During this work Tomas has independently iterated it towards its current excellent state -1
have had to guide Tomas only a little, and am extremely pleased that he has overcome the
hurdles of getting peer review on his work to see initial publication in major world-class
conference venues.

The work as submitted is really remarkable, and I highly recommend the "Excellent" grade,
deserved many times over.

I am making a set of minor notes and corrections available to Tomas, I have listed the first
part of these below.

Dr. Don Syme
Principal Researcher, Microsoft Research, Cambridge, CB3 OFB, UK, +44 1223 479806

Notes and queries on pages 1 - 30

(1) You say this:

The definition of the meaning is given in terms of the two following Junctions:
—*e : expr —> (env —> value)
—> : evt —» (env —* [time x value])

In a formal semantics you would normally you would consider the inference rules as
defining "relations"

—>c : expr \v x value —> bool
—> : evt x env x time x value —* bool

relating inputs and outputs, or "partial functions" (when there is at most one output
for given inputs).

This is important because



(a) Your inference rules are only well-formed in the sense they define a relation using
a fixed point of the inference rules, normally a least-fixed-point ("something is in
the relation if it is included by a finite derivation") but when doing co-inductive
reasoning it may be a greatest-fixed-point ("anything is in the relation unless it is
excluded by a finite derivation")

(b) You may need to show things like "the dynamic semantics gives a meaning to all
well-typed input programs". Getting the hang of relational thinking can be a little
difficult for people used to thinking only in terms of functions, but it's an
important step.

(2) You use Observable.merge on page 19 - why not Event.merge?

(3) On page 22 you say

When the F# compiler processes the computation expression, it
transforms the computation to the following code:

For completeness you should mention async.Delay, perhaps in a footnote

(4) Later in the same section you mention Async.Spawn - update to Async.Start

(5) You use the name "additive monoid" for computation expressions with "Yield" +
"Bind". I don't think this is the right characterization. I think it's better to call this
something like a "monadic stream" - fundamentally the thing is a monoid/stream, e.g.
with:

zero: S<T>
yield: T -> S<T>
join: S<T> -> S<T> -> S<T>

but there is an additional operation

bind: M<T> a (T -> S<T>) -> S<T>

which embeds singleton values from an associated monad. There are no doubt other
characterizations - ask category theorist J

I suspect there are better examples than "list { ... }" but don't have one J

(6) Page 29 - "Out" a "Our"


